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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
By Alan Winer

I would like to express my appreciation to Jamie Poole for serving as a Trustee. His tenure
was cut short due to a move to North Carolina. His contact phone number remains the same.
FOG Officers & Contacts
Alan Winer, Trustee
President and Membership Chair
alanwiner1@gmail.com
8311 C.R. 208
Saint Augustine, FL 32092
Pete Bartelli, Trustee
Vice-President & Event Chair
peterbartelli@hotmail.com
Lee Payne, Trustee
Treasurer
leempayne@cfl.rr.com
John Reker
Secretary & Insurance Chair
jreker@cfl.rr.com
1660 Joeline Court
Winter Park, FL 32789

Welcome the following New Members:
Frank Callander joins from West Palm Beach. Frank is currently interested in purchasing
a 356. His contact is 561-371-5910.
Michael Todd resides in Starke, Fl. He is the owner of a 1961 B Coupe and has owned a
variety of Porsches dating back to 1966. His contact is 904-514-8684.

Local Events and Tours
One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a truly
marvelous group of people–our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events, we have developed a regional system of local
breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours occasionally,
but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours
send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month. Location varies.
Contact Jim Voss at vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Looking for a volunteer to organize local events. Please contact Pete Bartelli at
peterbartelli@hotmail.com.

Speedster Jack Kasmer, Trustee
Email Coordinator
fog356club@comcast.net

Southeast Florida: First Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at Cucina dell’ Arte, 257 Royal Poinciana Way, Palm Beach, FL. Phone: 561 655 0770. Indoor and Outdoor seating options. Free parking
in front of restaurant. RSVP if attending to Randy Gananathan at rdganathan@gmail.com.

Jamie Poole. Trustee
rare356@gmail.com

Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First Watch Restaurant at the Publics Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws
FOGies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Bob Ross at (941) 492-5214 or bobross517@gmail.com.

Past Presidents of FOG
Frank Hood: 2011 - 2013
Mike Davis: 2010 – 2011
John Reker: 2007 – 2010
Kirk Stowers: 2003 – 2007
Rich Williams: 1993 - 2003

The FOGLight is the official
publication of the Porsche 356
Florida Owners Group (FOG). It
is published in even-numbered
months. Send articles, photos
and suggestions to: Janis Croft,
Webmaster / FOGlight Editor at
jlcfog@gmail.com
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Presidentʼs Perspective

FOG SURVEY RESULTS AND COMMENTS
In this issue everyone will be spared my “President’s
Perspective” ramblings as I report the results of the recent
FOG members survey.

information will be helpful in establishing future plans.
Concerning the survey’s GOF comments, I believe the Trustees have addressed most of the concerns in planning the 2016
GOF. We have relocated to a central location, Mission Inn
located in Howie in the Hills, Jan. 22-24 and are planning
on adding an additional day with suggested local activities
on Thursday for those that desire an extended time frame.
Additionally, there will be some changes to the agenda. In
the future, if you are interested in having the GOF in your
area, please let the Trustees know available sites that we
may consider. If there are no Trustees reasonably near the
location, we would need local volunteers to assist in the
on-site visits that are required to prepare and set up for the
GOF. Regarding specific suggestions of events and articles
in FOGLight, while I am confident that most recommendations and suggestions were submitted with the best of intentions, there was only one offer to participate in the implementation of a suggestion.

A few basic facts: We had a 28% response to the survey
which is considered high in the survey statistical world. 32%
of those whom submitted the survey where from the Southeast region. This is interesting to note because until recently,
when Randy became the SE regional coordinator, there was
minimal FOG activity in that region. Southwest responses
were 16%, Central was 28%, Northeast was 13%, and our
members from the final frontier of the Northwest were 5%.
The remaining 6% where either from out of state or their
GPS was nonfunctional.
Response to the relevancy of FOG activities: GOF was
59% (of which 44% stated they attended), Newsletter was
28%, Regional Meetings 9%, and no response was 4%.
It appeared that there was some confusion about the term
“Regional Meetings”. I am somewhat confused as to why
the nomenclature was misleading and why some thought
this meant monthly business meetings and others where
unaware of any monthly activity. I had made the assumption
that everyone was aware of the monthly Saturday breakfast/
lunch meetings which are listed in FOGLight and the web
site. Also, email notifications are sent monthly by Regional
Coordinators. Common reasons for not attending the GOF
and/or monthly regional breakfasts were: distance being the
main reason, time constraints and not having their 356 restoration completed. Note: an actual running 356 is not required
for attendance at the GOF or any other FOG activity. The
issue of 356 replicas resurfaced again and remains as defined
in our by-laws. Contact me if you would like a copy.

We are not a “local car club”, we have approximately 250
members spread out over a state of 60,000 square miles
which we have divided into regions. In response to the
survey desire to have more activities, I want to note that it
is difficult for the Trustees to be aware of the entire state’s
events. Members are much more informed about activities
and places of interest in their area and thus I feel it would
be beneficial for local regional groups to initiate additional
activities and events. By organizing events, in addition or in
place of the monthly breakfast, regions can extend an invite
to all FOG members to participate. The Trustees would assist
as needed. Also, I am planning to have the Trustees initiate
one other annual state wide event that would complement
the GOF.

There was a very high response for having additional FOG
events and most were in favor of overnight events, with
over two-thirds willing to travel 150+ miles. There was an
overwhelmingly positive response (96%) to the Newsletter and most desired to retain bi-monthly issues, with 63%
in favor of the printed version. Most respondents only
occasionally visited the website and there were not many
suggestions for changes.

FOGlight has been receiving great articles and photos but it
is usually the same few whom contribute. There were many
suggestions for specific types of articles and other resources to be included in the newsletter. Our entire FOGLight
staff consists of one person so if you are interested in tech
articles, racing and event calendars, interviews etc., please
take the initiative to contribute to our publication. Don’t be
concerned about typos or grammar; Janis will discretely edit.

Regarding increasing costs of the GOF, most everyone
(88%) were supportive of an increase in dues and/or GOF
fees if necessary. The majority where in favor of increasing
the GOF fees. This is a practical approach; those that attend,
support the activity.

My hope for the future is that the local regions will become
much more participatory in planning events and developing
activities while the Trustees maintain the responsibilities of
the administration and organization of the club statewide.

I would like to thank those that participated in the survey.
The Trustees will be meeting next month and the survey
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Driving Update
By Dennis Brunotte

The updates are in for the Spring Edition of our Porsche 356 Driving Contest, and the most impressive change with our progress this
year versus our last campaign is the gratifying number of contributors submitting their mileages. We have doubled the number of participants since December, but we still need about 10 more drivers to reach our 6-figure goal. Consider joining the fun by sending your miles
driven since December 15 to dkbrunotte@gmail.com. A noteworthy contributor this month was Glen Getchell who added 500 miles in
his 356 including 295 miles on the track at Virginia International Raceway in April. Here at the mileages at this stage of our contest:

Jack Kasmer
Glen Getchell
Curt Dansby
Bill Cooper
Susan Remillard
Randy Gananathan
John Reker
Russ Hibbard
Paul Raben
Buster Venable
Glenn Long
Steve Bamdas
Dan Bird
Christoph Brehme
Sharon Cobb
Arnold Greene
Alan Winer

Sebring
Seminole
Charlotte, NC
Jacksonville
Southwest Ranches
West Palm Beach
Winter Park
Lake Worth
Fort Lauderdale
Cocoa Beach
Dunnellon
Lighthouse Point
Vero Beach
Stuttgart, GER
Tampa
Lake Worth
St. Augustine

5,386
2,928
2,858
2,782
2,066
1,982
1,305
1,285
1,251
1,172
1,101
1,052
945
810
791
785
696

Denny Zamler
Dennis Brunotte
Jim Spears
Jerry Holderness
Bob Ross
Chip Reichart
Bob Schmitt
John Boles
Volker Schneemann
Craig Rennick
Steve Clark
Mark Hebb
Karen Walker
Ivan Gyori
Bob Tone
Dick Weiss
Alex Dearborn

Boyton Beach
Naples
Madeira Beach
St. Petersburg
Englewood
Vero Beach
Sarasota
Estero
University Park
St. Petersburg
Pembroke Pines
Jacksonville
Cocoa
Bonita Springs
Sarasota
Cincinnati, OH
Osprey

636
608
471
430
407
362
277
272
246
207
191
178
176
156
133
129
115

Reminder of the Rules for the FOG Driving Contest
1. Vehicle – the vehicle/body must be a 356 manufactured by Porsche with a chassis listed as being manufactured 1948 through 1965. The engine can
be any Porsche or non-Porsche engine.
2. Driving rules for owners of one 356 – All miles count that are driven by the owner or his/her immediate family (spouse, children.) Miles driven
by others are not counted.
3. Driving rules for owners of more than one 356 – All miles count that are driven by the member or his/her immediate family regardless of which
of the 356s is being driven. The reported miles are the sum of the miles driven by the multiple vehicles. “Double” miles do not count when more than
one vehicle is driven on the same trip by different family members. In that case only the miles driven on one of the vehicles can be counted towards
the total miles driven for that outing.
4. All reporting is on the honor system with accuracy as a goal.

Doing a tour of New England this summer?
Join Typ356NE members for a lobster lunch in Kittery Point, Maine on Tuesday August 18.
We’ll launch from Alex Dearborn’s dock and head for a local waterfront restaurant by water.
Limited seating. Please reserve by email: alex@dearbornauto.com
Alex Dearborn, Osprey, FL

FOG puzzler
from Alex Dearborn

The picture (full version in last issue) is the decklid latch
of Glen Getchell’s ivory 356SC race car. The rainbow of
colors are from various paint jobs over the years, each layer
worn away at a different rate to expose the others.

being painted in old-tech spray booths, many layers of different colors would adhere to the walls, so workers had to chip
it off periodically. This hard and colorful “Fordite” was then
machined and polished into fine gems for jewelry. In a few
millennia Glen’s Porsheite may be worth as much as his car.

Its counterpart in Dearborn Michigan can be seen at the
Greenfield Village Museum gift shop where they sell jewelry made from Fordite. Years ago, when new Fords were
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Number 119205
by Gerry Curts

In 2013, Beth and I joined FOG thanks to Pete Bartelli’s
never ending encouragement. I have been an active member
of the Suncoast Region of PCA for almost 40 years serving
the Club in many capacities both on a regional and national
basis. I have also enjoyed some success in all forms of
Porsche competition especially in Concours events–always
in 911’s. After attending a few Gatherings of The Faithful,
Beth and I realized that you 356 folks seem to have a lot more
fun. Of course we were also pushed a bit by some other good
356 friends, the Remillards and the Rekers. So we decided to
find one of these wonderful little cars for ourselves and the
search started.

listed. Twenty two options! You must be kidding me, I didn’t
know 356’s ever came with so many extra ways to spend
money–especially when new. One of the options was “Paint
to Sample”, paint code #60837. This is not a typical four
digit paint code number. We were told this code indicated the
purchaser had actually provided his own paint to the factory. Too much paint it seems because the Kardex shows 3-1/2
liters of paint were returned to the buyer upon delivery. The
listed original color is “Light Green Metallic”.
Some of this car’s other options included Locking Differential, Electric Sunroof, Front and Rear Seat Belts, Chrome
Wheels, Fire Extinguisher, Becker Grand Prix Radio, Spare
Parts Case, Leather Interior, Chrome Horn Ring, Side
Moldings, Head Rests, Arm Rests, Anti-drone Mats, Fog
Lights, Chrome Luggage Rack with Straps, Loudspeaker,
Antenna, and Italian Air Trumpet Horns (these are really

After almost two years of not finding the right car, I signed
up for the Barrett Jackson auction in Palm Beach as there
was a car available that looked promising. Jerry Remillard
and Pete Bartelli planned to make themselves available as
“purchase advisors.” Literally three days before the
auction, we ran across an
ad in AutoTrader (of all
unexpected places) for a
1962 B Coupe in Gainesville, Florida.
Pete and I made a quick
trip to Gator Nation to see
the car. It was, in fact, just
what I was looking for. It
had been restored 19 years
ago and seemed to drive
well and looked okay. A few
minor things were incorrect
but this was a car we could
have fun driving to events
and not worry about driving
a museum quality car through Florida’s love bugs and rain.
Been there, done that; thank you very much. The car had
been painted red, not a 356 red, rather “Guards Red”, the
favorite color of just about every 944 ever built. The asking
price was reasonable so of course I made a low ball offer and
ended up with this 1962, 356 T-6, Super 90, sunroof coupe
#119205.

cool). Sadly of course, most of these wonderfully expensive options are now missing. Fortunately [sic] I have Pete
Bartelli as a good friend; one determined to help me find and
purchase every one of the marvelously expensive options
as quickly as possible. Seriously, Pete has also been a great
mentor to help me through the 356 wonderland of “correct”
vs “bogus” replacement parts.

Once we got the car back in Tampa and did some research,
this car was starting to look fairly unique. It was delivered
in Paris to a dentist from Hawaii in April, 1962. The Certificate of Authenticity showed a lot of options. When we got
a copy of the Kardex, however we saw that the COA was
translated poorly and that 119205 really had 22 options

So now, Beth’s and my plan to have an easy 356 to enjoy
may not last long. The program is to have some fun with this
car for another year or so and then start a year-long serious
restoration to bring this car back to an “as delivered configuration” and be ready for the 2017 National Concours season.
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“Have Important Data With You”
Bob Dewey - FOG member since the beginning!

I was returning to Melbourne from the “GOF” in January
with Rob Morgan. We were greatly enjoying the trip on a
beautiful day in my Speedster and decided upon a necessary stop at a Rest Area on I-4 near Lakeland. After completing the necessary actions, we headed out onto I-4 and the
engine quit on entering the highway. We checked and determined that no fuel was getting to the engine—yes, there was
fuel in the tank! While wondering the next step, along came
John and Jan Reker who had passed and returned to help in
any way. I wanted to get towed to Sid Collins Garage but
had no contact info with me. John had all of the numbers. I
called Sid at home (SUN PM) and he said to call him when
we entered the Orlando area. AAA tow service took us to
Sid’s company garage where he met us and garaged the car.
Rob’s son met us there and took us on to Melbourne. Rob
and I were both glad the incident happened AFTER the Rest
Area !!

The final solution was rebuilding the fuel pump.
It was odd that a similar
incident happened to me in
Virginia in 1968 while bringing my son home from Boy
Scout camp. Again, going thru
the troubleshooting process, I
found no fuel beyond the pump.
I disassembled the pump to
find a bakelite “flutter” valve
had worn to the point that was
lodged vertically in the inlet
port. Luckily I was close to an
exit and walked up to the gas station where I cut a replacement piece from an old plastic oil bottle. I installed it and it
worked like a charm! I planned to go to the dealer in a few
days to get the proper item. I actually did this after a couple
hundred miles as a daily driver! My son often remarks about
the troubleshooting procedure and roadside fix. This January
experience was beyond that simple solution!

My sincere thanks to the Rekers for their help and to Sid
for being there when we really needed him. This all goes to
show the need to have important contact info with you in
your travels and the tremendous comradery of us FOG folks.

Oktoberfest Concours, BBQ & Swap Meet

By Steve Hoffman, SPC Past President, PCA National Tech Chair, FOG Member
event. For the 356 class, our own John
The Space Coast Region, along with
and Jan Reker took first prize. Since this
the 356 Florida Owner’s Group (FOG),
event took the place of our Oktoberfest
will host its annual Oktoberfest at
event for 2014, we decided that it was
picturesque F. Burton Smith Park in
quite appropriate that we award John
Cocoa on Saturday, October 17, 2015,
and Jan the Kirk Stowers trophy for
located along the St Johns River on 520
2014. The trophy has been engraved to
just west of Cocoa. The event includes
reflect this and will be on display at this
a judged concours for Porsche only
years’ event.
vehicles of all types excluding 356s.
There is also a Best in Show and a
Typically Oktoberfest has attractPeople’s Choice for these models. 356s
ed over 100 participants with 50 plus
are only judged as People’s Choice.
David O’Neal, John Reker, Rosemary
cars entered into the concours. The last
Awards are provided for the top three
(Kirk’s wife) and Steve Hoffman
several events has seen a rise in 356 attenplaces in each class including the 356s.
In addition, the winner of the 356 People’s Choice is award- dance with up to 20 cars entered. Hopefully this year we
ed the Kirk Stowers Memorial Trophy. Kirk was a loved will continue that trend and even more 356s will come and
member of both clubs and it is very fitting that we honor Kirk enjoy the event. In addition to the concours, there will also
each year. The trophy is engraved with one of Kirk’s favorite be a swap meet setup under the pavilion at the park. Bring
catch-all phrases: “It is all about the fun”. Rosemary, Kirk’s your rare Porsche items to trade or sell. You might even find
wife, has typically presented the trophy to the recipient of that elusive item for your beloved ride. Lastly, the event will
end with an always delicious German BBQ including brats
the award.
and all the fixins. The price of the event is $15 per person
Last years’ event was not held due to the fact that PCA with free car registration for the concours. Awards will be
Escape was held around the same time frame in Orlando. announced right after lunch. Add it to your calendar now and
We did hold a People’s Choice concours in concert with that watch for registration details in the next issue of FOGLight!
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The Coach-built Beutler 356-A Cabriolet
by Wallace Wyss

We’re talking maybe 40-plus years ago. I was visiting the
home of Robert Raucher, a Porsche enthusiast, in Van Nuys,
CA when he announced he had found a “Beutler cabriolet.”
A model of which I knew from nothing. Bob said it was a
356 but all the 356 cars I had seen were from the “bathtub”
era when at least the Roadsters looked like upside-down
bathtubs (from 1949 to 1966). Bob Raucher had already
owned several of these “bathtub” 356 models by the time he
found the Beutler but, before anyone else, was on a mission
to find oddball Porsches; ones that had been passed over by
other collectors. This car he had found, black with a white
interior, was custom bodied, owned by an aristocrat and one
of only a few bodied by the Beutler Coachbuilders.

Ferraris. The Beutler brothers actually were early subcontractors to Porsche, bodying as many as 15-20 Porsche 356
cars in steel when Porsche was still making cars in a converted sawmill in Gmund, Austria. In 1959, Ernst Beutler, one of
the owners of Beutler, took his own personal 356A chassis
and built a 2-plus-2 body to advertise the firm’s capabilities.
To personalize his own 356A, Ernst chose to have a prominent grille, really sort of silly when the engine was in the back.
And wouldn’t you know that some German Duke, seeing
the coupe, decided he would like a similar car though he
wanted his to be an open car and would they mind hammering it out in alloy instead of steel? The Brothers Beutler were
amenable and after first submitting some scale drawings, a
chassis, (Porsche No. 13011, Beutler body number 1182) was
sent down from Zuffenhausen. The Duke required some
styling changes and work commenced. The car couldn’t be
very svelte because of the insistence of the Duke that the
rear two seats be fully useable, i.e. legroom required, so the

Much sought after, right? Not really. The problem is that the
Beutler Porsche Roadster on the 356-A platform has almost
zilch in common with other Porsches except the interior.
Oh, there’s some small metal bits, like door handles, engine
lid grilles, and rocker trim that might give you a clue, and

Undated pre-restoration photo found at Justacarguy.blogspot.com (http://justacarguy.blogspot.com/2011/10/very-rare-porsche-beutlercoachbuilder.html). Stan Gold sold the car after restoration. Other photos and information located at http://www.typ356.de/beutler/

maybe the wheels and wheel covers, but when I look at it,
I see Renault Caravelle. Look inside and you see more that
looks familiar. The huge diameter steering wheel like the size
of an old LP record, various dash mounted switchgears and
comfortable-as-lounge-chair seats. Yes it’s a Porsche 356.

wheelbase was expanded 10 inches. And yet the engine was
a dead stock 60 hp. 1582 cc flat four so the car had more
weight but couldn’t perform as well.
Now Porsche was a little concerned on how this car would
“represent” Porsche even though it was not commissioned
by them. No less a factory official than Erwin Komenda,

Here’s how the car came to be. The coachbuilder was a
Swiss firm doing special bodies for Bugattis, Maseratis and

(continued on next page)
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(continued from page 7)
Porsche’s head of automotive design, came to see the car as
it took shape and helped re-engineer it for the longer wheelbase. Building the car took two months. The Duke was so
tall he was asked to come down to Switzerland to sit in the
car to make sure he had adequate headroom. As it turned
out, it didn’t and the roof had to be raised a tad. The bill,
was 26,000 Swiss Francs, at the time, roughly $8,100, or
about twice the price of a normal Porsche 356 Cabriolet. It
was painted in a sky blue called “Steel Blue Metallic”, with
standard Burgundy leatherette upholstery and tan carpeting.
Apparently nobody got excited over the car and there were
no orders for more open versions though more Beutler 356
2-plus-2 coupes were built, five more to join the first one
built for Ernst himself.

even when most Porsche 356 enthusiasts had never heard of
Beutler. The sad part is that he sold it much too soon, before
it could accumulate much appreciation. On the other hand,
some cars are bought for a quick turn-over and at least it was
sold at a profit. Seeing as how he owned and was restoring a
Gmund, he had other fish to fry, plus he might have already
had another significant Porsche in sight. That is the way you
have to be as a collector—always be ready to leap from one
horse that has no chance of winning, to one that is a more
sure winner, i.e. more rare or more sought-after. Or maybe
he even sold it because it was not a great driving experience,
increased wheelbase made it heavier so it was a dog to drive.
Even if you have no money now, you can benefit from Bob
Raucher’s success by emulating his technique. He picked a
target marque and learned everything he could about that
marque, including which obscure one-offs were made.
Those “one-offs” tend to be the stars of future concours
where concours-goers get a kick out of seeing the legend
that everyone knew was out there but no one could find....

Now the Duke lost interest in the Porsche and it changed
hands from one German owner to the other. It sold to a U.S.
fan, a Mr. Bevins, who sold it to Bob Raucher. Raucher’s
son, Steve, recalls that “Bob bought it for $2500 but then
couldn’t afford to restore it the way it should be done. The
car was then sold to Grace Slick, lead singer for the Jefferson
Airplane. Its price to Grace? $12,500. Now before you hit
the roof on the mark-up, let’s factor in how many barns Bob
had to look into to find a rare Porsche. Hundreds. Stanley
Gold, very prominent member of the Porsche 356 collecting
community (who once drove a 356 on a major tour of China)
bought it and fully restored it in the late 80’s bringing it back
to the blue it was when it was ordered new. Mr. Gold eventually sold the car, moving on to other more historically significant Porsches, and around 2014, the car sold from a restoration shop in the Southeast for close to half a million dollars.

NOTE: Bob Raucher died recently but his son Steve told me
that Bob liked to hear stories of his former Porsches.

FACT CHECKER , ANYONE?
Wallace Wyss, the author of the Incredible Barn Find
Series, has 20 pages of text to add to his old photo book
on 356s. He is asking if any volunteers who are zealots
on facts want to read it and note mistakes & add corrections or even their own opinions. Volunteers who proofread it will receive a book and/or a Wyss print from one
of his painting of Porsches. He can be reached at Photojournalistpro@gmail.com

The lesson to be learned? Ah, several here. First Bob Raucher did his homework and recognized a diamond in the rough

To My Fellow 356er’s

by Gary Resnick - TYP356 NE / FOG356
A few months ago I went to Naples, FL to visit the REVS INSTITUTE and gander at all the cars there expecially the
Porsches. I happen to be there some time ago when it was called the COLLIER COLLECTION. The institute has lots of
cars, different kinds and makes - but to me - I’m a PORSCHE NUT! Most of the cars carry race scars but some are in mint
condition. The museum is open only a few days during the week so if you plan a trip there, go on the internet and book it!
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For Sale
Set of 2 Lap or Shoulder
Seat Cushions - Look real
nice and are soft on you.
Have “P” name and logo.
$25 including shipping.
Contact Gary Resnick at
GARYR356@AOL.COM

Headliner manufactured by Heritage for 356A T2 Coupe w/o
sunroof. $50 + USPS. Contact Jim Spears at 727-224-2044.
1965 356C coupe (9 1/2 out of 10). Asking $87K or BO.
All info will follow if interested. Contact Gary
Resnick at GARYR356@AOL.COM

1996 911 (993) Coupe Midnight Blue/Cashmere. $44,500
Owned 14 years. 79,800 Miles. Original optional accessories include full power seats, 18” Turbo twist wheels,
6 CD changer, ten speaker sound system. Have COA. Recent
major mechanical service including new clutch, spark plug
wires and clean secondary air injection ports. Clear bra.
Michelin PS2 with lots of rubber. Contact John at JReker@
cfl.rr.com

Use the MESSAGE BOARD
The message board is an alternative way to post Sale and WTB items that will remain on the board as opposed to having to
be renewed every issue. Additionally, this is a great venue for asking technical advice or requesting resource information. In
order to prevent spammers, there will be one universal password for easy access. If you want to post or reply, you will also
need to personally register following the site instructions. Save your personal password to use for removing your ads and to
make future postings.
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FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092

Fernando Lopez, Joe DeNais, Jack Kasmer and Glen Getchell looking at something.
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